SPOTLIGHT

AVID HIKERS HELP SRCA
UPDATE BELOVED “TRAILS MAP”
BY JEN MARCHESINI

After living in La Jolla and Rancho Bernardo for much of their married life, Bill and
Gigi Simmons were excited to be some of the first residents to move into The Glen
in December 2019. A nature lover and habitual hiker, Bill picked up a copy of the
SRCA TRAILS MAP, circa 2000, and hit the paths. He quickly realized that the
outdated map, and old dirt tracks, were leading him to an even bigger adventure.
“I soon discovered that a trail adjacent to the Glen was impassible, and another
trail a bit to the East of Pomerado Road, was not even on the map,” Bill recalls.
“Clearly the map needed updating!”
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Old, and New, Discoveries…

Not one to sit around, Bill sprang into action to see what
could be done to find a more current Trails Map. With
the help of Helen Plutner, Chair of the SRCA Sustainable
Scripps Ranch committee, Bill contacted Don Endicott,
Scripps Ranch resident and author of “50 Best Short Hikes
San Diego” (Endicott and his books were recently highlighted in the SRCA Newsletter “Scribes of Scripps Ranch”
series.). Bill remembers thinking, “There’s my guy!” And
after one meet-and-greet, Don “didn’t hesitate to join the
effort,” Bill proudly says. Since “mapping trails” is Don’s
specialty, he took care of the technical work.
Bill and Don were soon introduced to Rob Holmes, Chair
of SRCA 50 Plus and a vital member of their trail-blazing
effort since Rob knew the history of the original trails map.
“My research indicated that the trail map was printed in
2000, after a year of effort. The map was developed and
re-searched by a Boy Scout named John Evans under the
guidance of Col. Dingeman. They walked the trails and
drew up the map,” explains Rob. After some digging
around, the small committee was able to find an updated version from 2010 which “greatly facilitated our ability
to obtain GPS and other data about the trails that were
shown on that map and add in a few new trails and extensions in the original mapped areas,” says Rob. Once
the Trails Map subcommittee was in place, Don stepped
to the front of the line and, according to the rest of the
group, did all the “heavy-lifting” for such a daunting task.
Don and his wife, Marilyn, have been enjoying the community trails since they moved into Scripps Ranch in 1986.
When Don agreed to help with this endeavor, he discovered “Some trails originated during the early Scripps family years and others were added at the beginning of housing developments.” (Don happily shares a fun factoid: The
famous “Country Living” theme noted in early real estate
marketing brochures mentioned open spaces and trails.)
Although Don felt rather familiar with the neighborhood
trails, he made the update of Scripps Ranch Trails Map a
top priority. For the past nine months, Don has dedicated
hundreds of hours hiking, surveying, reporting, documenting, identifying and locating all access GPS points and
then double-tracking all the steps above to make sure the
2021 Scripps Ranch Trails Map has the latest and greatest
information. “I especially enjoyed taking photographs of
all access points and notable features of the old and new
trails.” Don meticulously placed all this information into an
interactive digital map. “Hover over certain areas and/or
trails of the map and the viewer will notice: color coding,
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narrative descriptions, trail data and photographs for all access points, distance and elevation profiles, trail descriptions
and ratings,” explains Don.

Walking the Walk…

With maps in hand, Bill, Don, Helen and Rob took to the trails.
Hiking for hours at a time, finding new paths, taking note of
any overgrown or destroyed routes, the committee would then
share their data with Rob so he could recommend the plans
to tackle any issues or concerns. Don would take the gathered
information and add it to a new digital map that continues to
change by the day. Although many long hours and hard work
have been invested into this project, the continuous feat of fun
findings has kept this group moving forward. “The coolest discovery was on Trail #13, where there were about 20 stackedstone cairns, some two feet high, and three mobiles made of
tree branches and a metal screw or two; all of which moved
gently in the breeze.” reminisces Bill. “It was a magical place.”
Unfortunately, Bill reports that the artwork has since been torn
down, but he hopes new, man-made nods to nature might take
their place soon.

Next Steps…

Scripps Ranch has grown significantly since 2000 and even
2010. A main part of the trail mapping goal is to collect data
for trails in the Stonebridge Estates and add an e-map for the
residents. Since Bill has dealt with most of the real estate issues for the existing trails, he explains “there are some unique
trails in Stonebridge” that need to be revealed and identified.
“For example, one that is a segment of an old, old road, named
Creek Road. That road ran from Poway to what is now the heart
of the Marine air base. South of Stonebridge Parkway, the road
is overgrown but still can be trekked by an experience hiker.”
The path to success can sometimes be the one less traveled
and such is the case for the self-appointed subcommittee to
update the beloved, 20-year-old, Scripps Trails Map. Helen,
Rob and Bill give all the credit for the updated map and its
digital version to Don. “Without Don, there would be no new
map!” Helen explains that the work has been rewarding but
might be coming to a ubiquitous end if the current four-person group can’t get more boots on the ground. Bill agrees,
“Much work needs to be done on the trails, and new trail signs
are sorely needed.” Adds Rob, “Meeting the future goals will
require that a permanent SRCA Trails Subcommittee be established, including volunteers with the skills and dedication
to take the project forward.”
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Other goals for the Scripps Ranch Trails
Subcommittee include: find funding for
publishing printed map(s), establish a plan for
re-erecting trail signs, establish policies and
procedures for routine assessment
and maintenance of the trails, along
with any other future needs to keep the
Scripps Ranch Trails in pristine condition.
For more information on how to
join this fantastically historic project,
please contact Helen Plutner at
sustainablesr@scrippsranch.org

For a digital copy of the
Scripps Trail Map, please visit
www.scrippsranch.org/SRtrails2021
To communicate trail concerns/questions
or updates, please email the official
Scripps Trail Subcommittee:
srtrails@scrippsranch.org

For more information, check the SRCA website at www.scrippsranch.org.

